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Peter Clashes With Anger
The mood in Denmark a day on from the dramatic events at Parken Stadium is one of shock and relief, but also a growing sense of anger. The initial harrowing concern for Christian Eriksen as he ...
Christian Eriksen: Relief turns to anger in Denmark as Schmeichel and Laudrup condemn Uefa over Finland game
Teammates Martin Braithwaite and Thomas Delaney rushed to assist him, with Delaney beckoning furiously for medical assistance. People gathered outside bars in central Copenhagen, many in tears, in the ...
BBC sparks anger with ‘inexcusable’ act during medical emergency at European Championship
Relief is turning to anger in Denmark with two of the country's football legends hitting out at authorities for not postponing Euro 2020 match after Eriksen's collapse ...
Christian Eriksen: Peter Schmeichel and Michael Laudrup condemn Uefa decision to finish Denmark vs Finland
Unable to let go of her anger at being pipped to the post ... livid Carla tells Sarah that he has all but signed Peter's death warrant. There's more bad news for the Barlows when Daniel tells ...
Coronation Street's Fiz starts custody battle and 9 more big soap moments this week
The traditional chime of Kerry-Dublin will be heard in the GAA’s birthplace this afternoon, almost 20 years after the choking traffic jams that were a feature of the draw and replay, as much as ...
Kerry need to harness the energy of their anger in clash with Dubs
A burned-out testing facility in Urk (Peter Dejong/AP) Eindhoven police said they had made ... The police and municipal officials issued a statement on Sunday expressing their anger at rioting, “from ...
Dutch police clash with lockdown protesters in Amsterdam and Eindhoven
reacted with anger as the trial collapsed at a Crown Court hearing in Manchester. The fans were among the crowd at the Hillsborough Stadium in Sheffield to watch a FA Cup semifinal clash between ...
Judge ends trial of 3 accused after Hillsborough disaster
That, combined with Palestinian anger over the eviction ... for an end to the clashes. “Violence only generates violence,” he told the public gathered at St. Peter’s Square.
More Jerusalem clashes on eve of contentious Israeli parade
Let's stop these clashes," Pope Francis said to the crowds in St Peter's Square ... from gathering there during the evening. Palestinian anger was further exacerbated by a march by ultra ...
Jerusalem protests: Netanyahu defends Israeli action after clashes with Palestinians
More than 700 Palestinians were hurt in clashes with Israeli security forces ... Another driver of Palestinian anger has been the threatened eviction of Palestinian families from homes in an ...
Gaza militants, Israel trade new rocket fire and airstrikes
Violence erupted last Friday at Jerusalem’s Al-Aqsa Mosque amid growing anger over the potential eviction of Palestinians from homes on land claimed by Jewish settlers. The clashes escalated on ...
Biden spoke to Netanyahu, believes conflict will conclude soon
A burned-out testing facility in Urk (Peter Dejong/AP ... municipal officials issued a statement on Sunday expressing their anger at rioting, “from throwing fireworks and stones to destroying ...
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